
Again, Fear on the Run, “Catastrophic Contagion”

Description

Remember Event 201 of 18 October 2019 in NYC, hosted by the Johns Hopkins Center for Health 
Security, in partnership with the WEF (World Economic Forum) and the Bill & Melinda Gates 
Foundation? Of course, WHO was also present, and so were all the Globalist players, including the 
World Bank, IMF and – of indeed the UN and many of its sub-organization. 

This was a “tabletop” simulation, as they call it – of a corona pandemic that may hit the entire world
population “one of these days”…

It happened less than three months later. The rest is history.

*

Now, the same suspects, replacing officially the WEF by WHO as a key sponsor, used the Event of the 
Grand Challenges Annual Meeting in Brussels, Belgium, on October 23, 2022 for a similar
“tabletop” exercise, this time called “Catastrophic Contagion”

Is it a coincidence that the venue of this Event is Brussels, Headquarters of the EU and NATO?

Strange that this surfaced only now. And be assured, the WEF was omni-present.

In fact, without the WEF nothing of this kind would happen. Because the WEF is the Executing Branch
of Big Finance – the corporate finance-digito-military complex, that directs the world from the shadows
of Washington.

It is strange that hardly anything surfaced from this event for almost two months. Why was it kept
secret until now?
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Well, instead of, or in addition to the vassalic UN organizations and Washington controlled financial
institutions, like World Bank and IMF – they invited an extraordinary group of participants, consisting of
10 current and former Health Ministers and senior public health officials from Senegal, Rwanda,
Nigeria, Angola, Liberia, Singapore, India, Germany. Of particular interest are African countries.

There are no coincidences. WHO’s behind closed doors Assembly of Health Ministers from around the
world are debating the infamous Pandemic Treaty, as these lines are written. They will soon be voting
on this nefarious “Treaty”. The Pandemic Treaty, as we know, if voted in favor by a two-thirds majority
will override all national authorities on matters of health; and as of 1 January 2024 will have jurisdiction
above the sovereign nation states of the 194 WHO member countries.

This means, we would have a worldwide health tyranny. See this brief video (5:45 min) from a WHO
insider – Dr. Vincent Carroll (18 March 2022).

Why the African countries were invited to this simulation of this very-very scary and frightening 
Catastrophic Contagion? – An Africa block of countries are the strong holdout – they rejected so far
the Pandemic Treaty. Africans know what it means. And they even better know what it means after
having experienced the covid hoax, that for some of their Presidents ended deadly. Because they –
some African and one Caribbean President – opposed the vaxx agenda, they ended up dying under
strange circumstances.

Why Germany’s presence?

Germany has currently the most oppressive government in Europe. Germany a EU economic and
intellectual superpower, has also Europe’s strongest resistance movements – resistance against the
covid and the Green (fake) Climate Agenda narrative. Resistance against the EU-Brussels
directorate’s suicide pact for Europe, leading with a planned collapse of the German economy.

The hard-core Dr. Karl Lauterbach was sworn in as Federal Minister of Health, about a year ago, on
December 8, 2021. Will he convince the Africans, Singaporians and Indians of the Great Good of the
Pandemic Treaty for their countries and for the rest of the world?

Will there be some special incentives in terms of “development money” be waiting in the wings for
those African countries? Difficult to say. But all is possible. In our Orwell world, dystopian has long
become the new normal.

One thing is sure, if the WHO Pandemic Treaty is approved, the world is in deep trouble. Mother Earth
may convert into a sanitary prison; that coupled with central bank digital currencies – will be the end of
what we once called “freedom”, and under the eagle’s eye and iron fist of the Green Agenda, it might
mean permanent lockdown.

Exiting WHO will then be of the order – along with abandoning our western monetary system as we
know it. Parallel, community-bound currencies have long existed – and they can grow again, and so
can people- and nature-based health systems. There are plenty of good and honest medical doctors,
practicing alternative medicine that will render humanity healthier.

It may sound like the endgame. But the endgame may be blowing in the wind – and from its dust may
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rise a new society.

 

by Peter Koenig 

Featured image is from The Liberation Institute

Category

1. Crime-Justice-Terrorism-Corruption
2. Disasters-Crisis-Depopulation-Genocide
3. Health-Wellness-Healing-Nutrition & Fitness
4. Main
5. NWO-Deep State-Dictatorship-Tyrrany
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